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Maternal Transfer of Strain-Specific Immunity
in an Invertebrate

�2 � 4.81, df � 1, p � 0.028). The principal effect of P.
ramosa on hosts is fecundity reduction [11], and we
therefore analyzed reproduction to assess whether the
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University of Edinburgh ences. The number of newborns from homologous chal-
Kings Buildings lenges was 21% (challenge strain G) or 6% (challenge
West Mains Road strain A) higher than from heterologous challenges over
Edinburgh EH9 3JT the course of the experiment (Figure 2A). This effect
United Kingdom was stronger when we considered only the first three

clutches, attained on average about mid-way through
the experiment, with 27% (challenge strain G) and 10%
(challenge strain A) more newborns in homologous chal-

Summary
lenges. We further tested whether hosts from homolo-
gous challenges had higher fecundity due to earlier

The most celebrated component of the vertebrate im-
reproduction by examining the timing of each the six

mune system is the acquired response in which mem-
clutches recorded during the experiment. For the first

ory cells established during primary infection enhance
two clutches, hosts from homologous infections had

the proliferation of antibodies during secondary infec-
earlier reproduction than hosts from heterologous onestion. Additionally, the strength of vertebrate acquired
(Figures 2B and 2C). Later clutches showed no suchimmune responses varies dramatically depending on
interaction.the infecting pathogen species or on the pathogen

These strain-specific maternal effects on Daphnia im-genotype within species [1, 2]. Because invertebrates
munity could generate a large fitness advantage. Welack the T-cell receptors and Major Histocompatibility
combined the fecundity measures above (the numberComplex (MHC) molecules that mediate vertebrate
of offspring and the timing of clutches) into a singleadaptive immune responses, they are thought to lack
parameter, the number of offspring produced per dayadaptive immunity and be relatively unspecific in their
(Figure 3), which permitted the calculation of the intrinsicinteractions with pathogens [3–5]. With only innate im-
rate of population increase, r. During challenge withmunity, invertebrate hosts are believed to be naı̈ve at
strain A, the intrinsic rate of population increase waseach new encounter with pathogens [1, 6]. Neverthe-
0.247 if the host’s mother also received strain A (homolo-less, some forms of facultative immunity appear to be
gous challenge) and 0.227 if the mother had receivedimportant in insects; some individuals have enhanced
strain G (heterologous challenge). During challenge withimmunity due to population density [7], and some so-
strain G, r for the homologous challenge was 0.206, butcial insects benefit when their nest-mates have been
it was only 0.180 for the heterologous scenario. If oneexposed to a pathogen or pathogen mimic ([8, 9]; see
takes these performance differences to represent the[10] for a predation example.) Here we provide evi-
benefit of transferring immunity to offspring, hosts pos-dence for acquired strain-specific immunity in the
sessing this maternal effect would see their populationcrustacean Daphnia magna infected with the patho-
size double that of hosts lacking such flexibility in aboutgenic bacteria Pasteuria ramosa. Specifically, the fit-
2–3 generations (6–8 weeks at 20�C).ness of hosts was enhanced when challenged with a

Our observation of a strain-specific maternal effectbacterial strain their mother had experienced relative
on host resistance is unique for an invertebrate. We noteto cases when mother and offspring were challenged
that the effect we observed is similar in magnitude to,with different strains.
for instance, the strain-specific component of the sec-
ondary responses of rodents exposed to malaria [2],

Results and Discussion although the mechanisms underlying each are certainly
different. Vertebrates may confer immunity to offspring

Our experiment tested for the phenomenon of acquired by transferring antibodies, and it is plausible that inverte-
immunity in an invertebrate. Daphnia magna females brate mothers exposed to pathogens might imbue their
(the host) were exposed to strains of P. ramosa (these eggs with their immune system peptides. It is less clear
Daphnia received the “prior strain”), and their offspring how such maternal transfer could be accomplished in
were challenged with either the same or a different strain a manner directed toward specific pathogen genotypes.
(offspring received the “challenge strain”) (Figure 1). For Indeed, the basis of pathogen specificity in nonacquired
homologous combinations (i.e., when the “prior” and invertebrate immunity is poorly understood. In Drosoph-
“challenge” strain were the same), overall infectivity (the

ila, which has the best-studied arthropod immune sys-
proportion of hosts that became infected) was lower as

tem, the production of antimicrobial molecules is stimu-
compared to that in heterologous challenges (logistic

lated by peptides that distinguish between, for example,
regression, challenge strain by prior strain interaction

gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria by recogniz-
ing different pathogen cell surface signatures (e.g., pep-
tidoglycans) [12, 13]. The level of specificity understood*Correspondence: tom.little@ed.ac.uk
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Figure 1. Experimental Design to Test for Strain-Specific Immunity
as a Maternal Effect

Daphnia reproduce clonally, and thus all replicates are genetically
identical.

Figure 2. Fecundity Measures for D. magna Indicated that Hostsfrom these studies of immunological mechanisms is,
from Homologous Challenges Had Higher Reproductive Output thanhowever, extremely broad as compared to that detected
Hosts from Heterologous Challengesin the present study or other whole-organism studies
(A) The number of offspring over six clutches revealed a significantof arthropods [14–16]. Still, the potential diversity of
interaction among the challenge strain, prior strain, and clutch size

pathogen cell surface signatures is immense, and it will (repeated-measures ANOVA for three-way interaction: F5, 368 � 2.6
be interesting to determine the extent to which receptors p � 0.026), and inspection of the data shows that, for five of six
of arthropod immune systems match this diversity. clutches, hosts from homologous challenges had more offspring

than hosts from heterologous ones. Graph (A) shows the cumulativeIt will also be important to consider the impact of
number of offspring, although statistical analysis was performed onfacultative immunity on the maintenance of genetic poly-
the number of offspring produced at each clutch.morphism for virulence or the extent to which pathogens
(B) The age (in days) at which females had their first clutch was

can drive arms races. In this regard, it may be that clonal earlier for homologous challenges: Poisson regression, challenge
organisms such as Daphnia are more likely to show strain*prior strain interaction (�2 � 6.43, df � 1, p � 0.011).
maternally effected plasticity of immune responses than (C) The age at which females had their second clutch was earlier for

homologous challenges: Poisson regression, challenge strain*priorpurely sexual taxa. One argument as to why inverte-
strain interaction (�2 � 7.12, df � 1, p � 0.008). A test on clutchesbrates ought to lack acquired immunity is their short
four to six revealed no significant effects.lifespan; most invertebrates will have lived and died

before a secondary exposure occurs [17]. In clonal or-
ganisms, however, when mothers experience the pri-
mary exposure but offspring experience the secondary

for three generations in a 10 liter tank under constant food conditionsexposure, the pathogen will have faced the identical
(we feed Daphnia on chemostat-grown cultures of the green algae

genetic environment at both times. By contrast, sexual Scenedesmus sp.) and with the water changed every other day. On
taxa, through recombination, constantly produce alter- the first day of the experiment, all Daphnia that had been born within
native genetic environments to which pathogens must the previous 18 hr (i.e., we began the experiment 18 hr after a water

change in which only adults were retained) were collected. Femalenewly adapt. Recombination is therefore thought to pro-
newborns were then randomly distributed to the treatment jars, eachvide a sort of flexibility that hosts require to thwart viru-
of which contained 100 ml water and a tablespoon of fine sandlence [18]. A maternally transferred, phenotypically plas-
(sand mimics sediment in pond bottoms). There was one newborntic effect would allow clonal hosts to gain pliancy lost
per glass treatment jar and initially 100 replicates per treatment.

by forgoing recombination. The treatments were P. ramosa strain A (3 � 103 spores added per
Daphnia) and strain G (3 � 106 spores added per Daphnia). These
were the “prior” treatments. The different spore doses reflect theExperimental Procedures
different sensitivities the host clone has to these two strains. After
one week (a period known to be adequate for infections to establishReplicate hosts of a single clone were exposed to strains of P.
[19, 20]) of exposure to P. ramosa, Daphnia were removed from theramosa (these hosts received the “prior strain”), and their offspring
spore-containing jars, placed in fresh media, and monitored forwere challenged with either the same or a different strain (offspring

received the “challenge strain”) (Figure 1). The host clone was grown newborns. We took two newborns from each female and exposed
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